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Correction terms (up to third order in temperature) for the effect of centrifugal distortion on 
the rotational partition function of linear molecules, spherical, symmetric, and asymmetric 
tops are evaluated by means of the classical partition function. It is shown that for the linear, 
spherical, and symmetric cases, the expressions thus obtained differ from the exact quantum 
expressions only in the absence of a very small constant correction term. It is then proposed 
that the partition function for a nonrigid asymmetric top, for which no exact expression has as 
yet been derived, be evaluated as the product of Watson’s asymptotic expansion for the rigid 
rotor and the centrifugal correction factor derived in the present work. Numerical comparison 
with direct numerical summation shows that, even for troublesome cases, this approximation 
holds very well even at 2000 K. Similar performance is observed for the heat content function, 
except for pathological cases at high temperatures. In the rigid-rotor case, Watson’s 
asymptotic series holds very well. As an example application, pilot calculations have been 
performed on the thermodynamic functions of water and formaldehyde. The present method 
yields functions in excellent agreement with those obtained by direct rovibrational summation, 
whereas computer-time requirements are reduced by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When information about the energy levels and/or spec- 
troscopic constants of a given molecule is available, either 
from ab initio calculations or from spectroscopic data, set- 
ting up the partition function allows the evaluation of the 
thermodynamic functions at any desired temperature. 

The partition functions for atoms and diatomic mole- 
cules can quite well be set up by direct numerical summa- 
tion, although this may require some computer time for a 
diatomic molecule if a lot of electronic states are to be includ- 
ed. For polyatomic molecules, the so-called rigid-rotor-har- 
monic-oscillator approximation is usually made, as e.g., in 
the JANAF tables.’ This normally does not have far-reach- 
ing consequences at or around room temperature, but results 
in serious deviations at the high temperatures that are of 
interest in materials science, combustion studies, aerospace 
technology, and astrophysics. 

Unlike the case of a diatomic, direct numerical summa- 
tion over rovibronic levels would be an extremely time-con- 
suming procedure and is not practical for routine work. For 
asymmetric tops (the most commonly occurring case), the 
additional complication arises that no closed-form expres- 
sion for the energy levels exists, which necessitates the solu- 
tion of an eigenvalue problem for every value of the principal 
rotational quantum number J. 

The case of a semirigid rotor (i.e., subject to rovibra- 

tional coupling but not to centrifugal distortion) can be very 
conveniently dealt with in closed form: The expressions for 
linear molecules,, spherical tops, and symmetric tops have 
been known for more than half a century.* This enables the 
semirigid partition function to be set up very accurately by 
directly summing over vibronic levels, evaluating the rota- 
tional constant(s) for this level, and computing the rota- 
tional contribution for this level from the closed-form rota- 
tional partition function QR . 

The exact treatment as a nonrigid rotor, however, re- 
quires correcting for centrifugal distortion. This latter effect 
is far from academic at elevated temperatures, and may ac- 
tually exceed the error resulting from the harmonic approxi- 
mation. Furthermore, the quartic centrifugal distortion con- 
stants (which incorporate the greatest part of the effect) 
require no additional data beyond the molecular geometry 
and the harmonic frequencies to be evaluated. 

For linear molecules,3 spherical tops (as a special case 
of the symmetric top), and symmetric tops,4 convenient 
expressions for the centrifugal distortion correction have 
been published. The asymmetric top, the most important 
case, has not yet been dealt with in detail because of the 
complication discussed above. 

Centrifugal distortion only becomes reaZZy important in 
the high-temperature limit, where the partition function can 
be very well approximated by the classical one. So one be- 
comes tempted to derive the centrifugal distortion correc- 
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tion from the classical partition function. How well does this 
approach work? 

Before proceeding, we shall first briefly review the 
theory for semirigid rotors. 

II. THE PARTITION FUNCTION FOR SEMIRIGID 
ROTORS 

The rotational energy levels (in vibrationless ‘B elec- 
tronic states) of a semirigid linear molecule are given by the 
expression5 

F(J) = BJ( J + 1) with degeneracy 2J + 1, (1) 
where B represents the rotational constant, and J the rota- 
tional quantum number which can take on all non-negative 
integral values. (Throughout the present paper, neglect of 
nuclear-spin effects is implicit; these are negligible above 50 
K anyway. ) By applying the Euler-MacLaurin summation 
formula to the partition function, the following expression3 
for the semirigid-rotor partition function Q”, can be ob- 
tained: 

where b=c,B /T, with the second radiation constant c, 
being defined through c, = hdk. 

The rotational energy levels for a semirigid symmetric 
top5 involve two quantum numbers J and K and two rota- 
tional constants C and B, 

F(J,K) = BJ(J+ 1) - (C- B)K*, 

with degeneracy 2J+ 1, (3) 
where J again runs from zero to infinity and 
K=’ -J, - J + l,..., J- 1, J. Defining &c,A/T and 
b=z,B/T,asweUasz=b(l - b/c),andagainapplyingthe 
Euler-MacLaurin summation (which is much more in- 
volved here), the following expression is found:4 

1’2e[3b+z)/12 (1 + $ +---f& 

+ 
5z4 1482 

~~ + . . . ’ 4536 280 665 + 
The special case of the spherical top follows by setting 

C = B. This leads to 

(4) 

F(J) = BJ( J + 1) with .degeneracy (W +- 1 )*, (5) 
whereas the semirigid-rotor partition function simply be- 
comes 
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case) can be obtained by substituting a “geometric mean” 
rotational constant in the symmetric-top expression, 

Q :SYllllll (A,B,C)zQ:,m, (d=,C,c), (7) 
where the pair A and’B are-chosen as theone for which A /B is- 
closest to unity. 

Although it is not possible to obtain an exact analytical 
form for the partition function of a rigid asymmetric top, 
Watson’ recently derived a high-temperature limit expres- 
sion, which is given by 

exp(f, )(l +f; +f$ + ***), (8) 

(9) 

f; =$c ab(c - a) (c - 6) 
C2 

, (10) 

f; d-&c-a~3(c-b) .- _ 

x [ (a - b)*c* + 4(a + b)abc - 8a2b *I, (11) 

where a=c,A/T, b=c,B/T, crc,C/T, and each sum 
runs over the three cyclic permutations (abc), (bcil), (cab). 
(Nuclear-spin corrections are also considered in this paper. > 
Two important limiting cases are readily verified: by substi- 
tuting a = c, the expressions simplify to McDowell’s form4 
for the partition function of a semirigid symmetric top, while 
substituting a = b = c leads to the expression for the rigid 
spherical top. 

All Q”, expressions presented here have two striking 
similarities: 

o The formal structure of the expressions. Even the pow- 
er-series coefficients are identical. 

o For high temperatures, all expressions lead to the fa- 
miliar classical “equipartition limit”: (n/abc) I’* for asym- 
metric tops, (r/b *c) 1’2 for symmetric tops, (n-/b 3 ) I’* for 
spherical tops, and finally l/b for linear molecules. 

For linear molecules and spherical tops, the energy 
expression in the presence of centrifugal distortion becomes 

F(J) =BJ(J+ 1) -D [J(J+ l)]” 

+H tJ(J+ 1)13 7 me*, (12) 

where D and H denote the quartic and sextic centrifugal 
distortion constants, respectively. Generally, 
D=Q(10-6B)andH=O(10-‘2B). 

For symmetric tops, the energy-level expression with 
centrifugal distortion is a little more complex, involving 
three quartic constants DJ, DJ,, and Dx and four sextic con- 
stants H,, HJK, H,,, and HK, 

F(J,K) = BJ(J+ 1) + (A - B)K2 - DJ[J(J+ l)]’ 

An asymmetric top has three different rotational con- 
stants A, B, C. Its energy levels can no longer be cast in closed 
form, but must be found by solving an eigenvalue problem 
instead. Hence, the only exact procedure is direct numerical 
summation. Gordon6 showed that an acceptable approxi- 
mation (he found an error of ~0.1% for an unfavorable 

_1 - D,,J(J+ l)K* - D,K4 

+H.r[J(J+ 1’)13+&t&J+ l)l*K* 
+H,,J(J+ 1)K4 + HiK”+ me+. (13) 

The expressions for QR including centrifugal distortion 
effects for linear molecules,3 symmetric tops,4 and spherical 
tops8 can all be written in the form 
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where the p,, are expressions -involving the rotational and 
quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants-that are 
quite simple for the linear and spherical-top cases, but rather 
lengthy in the symmetric-top case. They can be found in the 
work of McDowel13P4*8 and, for the sake of conciseness, will 
not be repeated here. 

where the “quantum numbers” are of course continuous 
variables in the classical approximation. We may now first 
evaluate the rigid-rotor partition function as 

Q”, =$- O” exp( - aJ: )dJ, exp( - bJz)dJ, 
-0c; J -02 02 x J exp( - cJ,F)dJ, (21) 

-m 

(22) 

where we have introduced the definite integral (for t > 0 and 

Note that our definitions of p,, differ from those of 
McDowell by a factor (c,B) - n to facilitate their extension -LF,(a)&bb)F,(c), 

7T 
to the asymmetric-top case discussed below. For conven- 
ience, we furthermore introduce a partitioning of the pn in 
terms due entirely to quartic (pnD ) and sextic (pnH) con- m = 0,2,4,...) 

stants, as well as cross terms (pnDH), i.e., p, =P,~, m (m - l)!!J;; 
p2 =p2D fp2H¶P3 =p3D +p3DH¶ and so on. 

F,(t) = J xm exp( - tx*)dx = 
--co 2m/*t Cm + 1 l/2 ’ 

with the additional properties (for y > 0) 

1 on+ 1)/2 

Ill. CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF CENTRIFUGAL F, (yt) = - 
DISTORTION 0 F,,, (0, 

Y 

We will first derive the classical correction for the asym- F,,, (W-5 (t) = 
metric top, treat the symmetric and spherical tops as special 

‘;f,,y;‘! ZEG, (t>. 

cases, and then compare the results for the latter two with 
the quantum expression. A derivation for the correction in 

So, we find that 

the case of linear molecules is also presented. 

A. Asymmetric tops 
The classical phase integral for the rotational partition 

function is given by9 

QR =SJJJrn exp( - W,/kT)dP, dP, dP,, (15) 
--m 

where P,, Py , and P, represent the x, y, and z components of 
momentum, and W, denotes the classical kinetic energy of 
the rotor. 

The energy of the semirigid rotor is given by 

wo =L 
R 

( 
_+p:+c p: 

) IB I, ’ 
(16) 

2 Ia 
with Ia, IB, and I, representing the three principal moments 
of inertia. Taking into account the relations 

h A=-, 
S?i?Cr, 

B=h, C=h 
87?CIB 8n+Ic 

(17) 

(in which c represents the speed of light in vacua, not 
c2 C/T ) , Eq. ( 16) can be rearranged to 

w:: =F (AP: +BP; +cPf), (18) 

Wo, -=L(AP;+BP;+CP:). 
kT #i2T 
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(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(W 

which is identical to the high-temperature limit of the quan- 
tum partition function. 

The quartic centrifugal distortion corresponds to a term 
in the effective rotational Hamiltonian 

&E 4 GD~~J~J,.TJ~JG, F 
(27) 

a rs 
where the summation indices run over the three coordinates 
x,y,x. Because of the time-reversal symmetry of the rota- 
tional Hamiltonian, no odd powers of x, y, or z are allowed. 
Introducing the Watson quartic centrifugal constants,” 

Talp = ~actm + 2~&7L3 ( 1 - 6, ) 
4 9 (28) 

which are related to the Kivelson-Wilson effective centrifu- 
gal distortion constants*’ by Tap =r&/4, the centrifugal 
term may be rearranged to 

6 = hc 
4 

T J=J* aI3 R B a 

= hc(T,,J; + T,J; + T,J; + 2T,,J:J; 

+ 2T,,J:J; + 21;,J;J,z). (29) 
As S is very small, we may expand its exponential in a power 
series, 

The expression in parentheses has the same form as the effec- 
tive Hamiltonian for the rigid rotator, if we remember that 
P, = tir,, Py = MY, P, = #Uz. Making the transformation, 
the powers of fi drop out, 

QR =$JJJrn exp( - W,/kT)dJ, dJ, dJ,, (20) --eo 

ew( - WR/kT) =exp( - wO,/k~) 1 ---s+- 
s* 

kT 2k2T2 

(30) 

The Arst term corresponds to the semirigid rotor; the second, 
third, and fourth terms to first-, second-, and third-order 
centrifugal distortion corrections, 
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QR 
~=l+Y,+Y*+~,+y,+~*+-t.‘.. (31) 
Q”, 

We will first evaluate the first-order correction term, 

y, = -1 JJJ m 
Q”, -- exp( - Wi/kT) & dJ, dJy dJ, (32) 

- c2 
= TF, (aIF (b)F, (cl 

[TxJ4 b)Fo (b)F, (cl + Ty,,Fo (all;, (b)~, (c) 

f T=& Cal& (b)F, (C) + 2TxyF2 (aV’, (b)E;, Cc) + 2TxzF2 (a>F, (b)F, (c) + 2T,,F, (a)Fz((b)F, (c) ] (33) 

_ T2 c2 
=- 

C; TF, (AIF, UW, (Cl 
[ T’xF, (AIF, VW, CC) + T,Fo (A)F4 (B)Fo (C) 

+ T=F, tA)F, @IF, (c) + 2Tx,& CAP’, WF, CC> + 2T,,F, (A)F, (B)F, (C) + 2Ty,Fo (A)F2 (B)F, (C)] (34) 

z= 
-=-5TxxG4(A) +T’.yG,(B) +TzzG(C) +2[T,,G,(A)G,(B) + T,,G,(A)G,(C) + T,,zG2(B)G,(C)]) (35) 

c2 

(37) 

An equivalent expression has been derived as early as 1936 by Wilson.” Upon introducing the “reduced” quartic centrifugal 
constants, tns = T&B, B,, Eq. ( 37) assumes a particularly elegant form, 

Yl = ~[3(t,+t,ft==)+2(t,+r,+t,)]. (38) 
2 

Before proceeding with the second-order correction, we introduce another shorthand symbol, 

Hkh = G~(A)GWG,,,(C). 
The second-order correction involves a lot of terms, 

a* 
-=g (T,,J4, + TyyJ; + T,J: + 2T,,J;J:, + 2T,,J:J; + 2TyzJ;J,2)2. 
2 

So, we obtain 

(39) 

(4.0) 

1 m 
Y2 =- JJJ Q”, -w 

exp( - W”,/kT) 
s* 

- dJ, dJ, dJ, 
2k *T* 

(41) 

= $ [ TzxH8,,,, + T;,,.Ho8o + T;H,, -I- 4( Txx T&&j2o + T, T,%o, + T, TyzH0.s + TxyTy,&6o + TxzTzz%ob 
2 

+ T’zT.Hox) -I- (4T:,s + 2T,T,VGo + (4% + 2T,,T,V&, + (4T$z + 2Ty,,Ta)Hozw 

+ W,T, -t-4TxxT’z)H.n + (8T,,Tyz +4T,Txz)H,,, + W,T, +4T,T,,)&,] (42) 

=~~‘~~(tt+t:,+t~~+60[r,(t,+t,)+t,(r,+t~~)+t~(t~~+t~~)]+36(t~~+t:,+t~~) 
2 

+ lm.& + LA2 -I- Wzz) + 24(&& + txytyz + t,&, + 12(t,,t,, + tyytxz + tzztxy>}. (43) 

An equivalent expression has previously been derived by Woolley.‘3 
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Sextic centrifugal distortion also makes a contribution top2 . The sextic constants are normally of equal or higher order of 
magnitude than the products of the quartic constants. Using the definition of the effective sextic constants QODr according to 
Watson,” the classical sextic centrifugal correction to W, becomes 

17 = hc(@,,J:, + Q&J; + Q-J,” + X’>,,,J:J; + 2@,J:Jt + N’,J;Jf 

+ 2G&J:J; + 2<p,,J:J; + 2QynJ;J; + 2<p,J;J;J;). (44) 
The first-order correction to the partition function then becomes 

exp( - WO,/kT) -f$ dJ, dJ, dJ, (45) 

=-- (46) 

For notational simplicity, we again introduce “reduced” sextic centrifugal constants j& = (P,/B, B,B,,. Equation (46) 
then becomes 

cl = -5 [15(fxxx +f,, +f,) +Kfxxy +fxxz -t&z =tfxyy +.L +I&) +Xpl’ (47) 

The third-order temperature correction is found, after an analogous and straightforward but tedious computation, to be 

52 =-&JJ- exp ( - Wi /kT) z dJ, dJ,, dJ, (48) 

T1: 
-.w 

=~cl8[L(f,, +L+J +tyycf,, +fnx) +ac.Ly +.&y4 +3qf,,t, +&ytxz +Lt,, 
2 

+f,,L + tyy + L)l + 36[L(fkx +fn, +.LJ + LzCf,, +f,l +.LJ +~,dL.~~ +Lxz +.I&)] 
+45[LxxU,y +L) +f,,(txx + L) +L(L + t,,)] + 6O[fxyLLz +f,,) t t,zCf,, +.Xx,) 

+tyzC.Ly +Lxz)l +9O[~(fyx +f,) +tyyCLzy -tf,,) +~(fxxz+f,,)] + 18O[~~(f;,, +f,,) 

+ Lz(Lxz +fiz.x) +tYz(fyy2. +fRyYJ + 210[L(L.xy +.Lxz) +tyytfyyx +.&I + LC.L -t&l 

+ txy(fi%x +Lyy) + Lz(Lxx +fLz) + ty*cf,, -t-f,)] +945(LxxL -tf,,tyy -tf,L)l, (49) 

exp( - Wi/kT) s3 - dJ, dJ, dJ, 
6kT (50) 

= -~~Wxt,t, + 36(~t:z + t&a + tbyy> + 6O[t,&(t,, + tyz, + t,,t,!t,, + tyz, 
2 

+tyyL(txy+L)] +70(t:,ty,+t,yt2,+t,,t:,) + qt:,uyy+t,) -tt;y(txx +t,1 +tto,, +t,,,] 
+12o[txy(txy fL)(L +tyx, +txz(txz +tyy1ctxy -t-t,,> +t,,(t,, +tyz>ctxy t&z)] + 144t,,t,,t,, 
3: 2W:y + t:, + $1 + 2Wwxytxz -t t.rytyytyz + txzt,,tzz> + 3Wt,txytyy + txxtxzt, + tyytyztu) 
+Wt:yL +tyy) +th(txx +tzz) +t;z(tyy +t,)] +63O[tf,(txy+txz) +t;y(tx.v +t,,) +t&z+tyz>] 

+ 1155(tL + t:, +tt,l. (51) 
We have also evaluated the fourth-order contribution, but these expressions fill several pages even in the present notation. 

They are available as supplemental material to the paper.14 

B. Symmetric tops 
If the principal axis is other than fourfold, the following equalities are valid (see Table XIII of Ref. 15) : 
T,, = TX, = T,, T,, = T,, A = B, 

and thus also 
(52) 

L = txy = fyy ’ t,, = tyz. (53) 
For threefold or sixfold principal axis, the following symmetry relationships exist between the sextic constants [see Eq. (33) 
of Ref. 151: 

CD, = Qyyz = <p&2, (p, = a& c&Y = 9@yYY - 6<pxxx , 
2 

Qyyx = g@xxx - 6@YYy ) 
2 (54) 
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with similar relationships again holding for the reducedfconstants. If the principal axis is fivefold or higher than. sixfold, 
additionally ap, - @,,yy and consequently ep,,, = Qyyx = 3@,/2. .We will treat the threefold case below as it will be 
obvious that the conclusion also holds for the fivefold or higher than sixfold cases.. 

The previously derived expressions for the asymmetric top then reduce to 

~1 = - $ Wxx + 3t,, + 4t.n 1, 
2 

3T2 (128t2,.+35tk;t 64t,,t,, + 16t,,t,, + 32tg + 4Ot,,t,,), y2 = 32& _’ ~~ . . ._. 

(55) 

(56) 

5, = - f (24f, + 24f,,,$ 16Lz f 12L + .15L), (57) 
2 

Y3=-j-+$ (5120tzx + 2560t& -t’ 1536t,,t& + 640tzz + 384tZt, ,~ 
2 

+ 960t t t + 1120t~~t,, + 280t,..t;z + 1260t,t;z + l155r;z,, xx x.z .zz (58) 

r, -& [192WL +f,,)tx, -t-768f,x,t,,~+-i88f,,t,, + 12WLztxx + 3WLxx +f,,kz + Wfixztxz. 
2 

=t 48Of, a -t 42Of,t,, + 72( f,, +fyy kz + wf,,,t, + wfi t, f 94vizztzz 3. (59) 
In order to compare these expressions to the exact quantum expansion, we must substitute in the latter [see Rqs. ( l.?)-. 

(23) of Ref. 41 the definitions of DJ, DJK, and D, in terms of the T,, constants (see Table XIII of Ref. 15 ), 
DJ= -fxx, r - _ I (60) 
DJK = - 20, - 2T,,, 

.z .&. 
(61) 

DK = -DJ-DJK -T,. (62) 
This leads to the more legible quantum expressions 

- 8C3T, + 2C2BT, - 4(C2B - CB 2, T; - 3B jr,’ ’ 
PO = - 

8C2T, +gc.jT, + 3;:;3B _ ” .<I .. 
PI = - 4c C2B2 

t ,e 
’ ;;;; 

2 

3 
P2D = 32c2C4B4 

(128C4TL + 64C3i3Tx;T, t; 32’CiB2Tz, + 16C2B2TxxTu +40CB3T,T, + 35B’TL), (65) 
2 

--3 
p3D = 128c;C6B6 

(5120C6TL + 2560C5BT~Txz + 1536C4B2T,T% +‘640C3B3T$ + 384C4B2T%T, 

+ 960C3B3T,T,T, + l120C2B4T:T, + 280C2B’41;,T:, + 1260CB5TxzT;z + 1155B6T;,). (66) 

The very small constant p. term is absent in the classical treatment, but it is easily shown that the classical and quantumpI, 
p2D, and pJD are equivalent. 

The H constants involved in the quantum pii andp,,,, are related to the sextic constants by the following relations [see 
Eq. (36) ofRef. 151.: . 

HJ = @mx + +yyy 
2 a 

,  .  .  .  

(67) 

HJK = 2@,..= - 3H,, 

HRJ = 2<p, - 2HJK - 3H,, 

HK ‘= aI, - HJ - HJK - HKJ. 

Substituting this, we find 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 
. . 

Pzn = - 
24C3(axn +.<P,,) + 16C2B@, + 12B2C@xzz + 15B34>, 

8c2B3C3 
9 (71) 

2 

1 
P 3DH = 3k;B 5~5 

[ 1920C5(4>, + @,,y,,)Txx + 768C4B+x,Txx + 288C3B2Q’,rrx + 120C2B34>,Txr 

+ 384C4B(axxx -t G’, 1 T,, + 576C 3B 2@Jxz TX= + 480C 2B 3G’, TX, + 420CB 4G’zzz TX, 

+ 72C3B2(@, -t <P,,,)T,, t 240C2B~3@xxcT, + 420CB4@,T, + 945B5Q>,T,], (72) 
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which is again equivalent to the classical expression! 
The only case we have not treated yet is that of a fourfold 

principal axis. The symmetry relationships for this case can 
easily be found from the transformation to cylindrical con- 
stants (see Table I of Ref. 16) by requiring 
a’ 402 = cp,,, = a,, = @02, = %o, = O#%!J,. (73) 
They are (see also Table IV of Ref. 16) 
Q> xxx = @YYYJ @, = Q,, Qp, = 2axxz - 8h2, 

a, = @p,, a, = *‘ay, h2 = - 
2Qxxy - 34>, 

16 ’ 
(74) 

where h, represents a K-doubling constant. Also 
T,=T,=T,,+8d,, T,,=T,, A=B, 

d2 = T, - Txy 
8 

, DJ= -T,,+2d,= -T,,-6d,, 

(75) 
where d2 is another K-doubling constant. If these definitions 
are substituted, the first-order correctionp, is still identical 
between classical and quantum expressions, but fromp, on- 
wards a difference between classical and quantum energy 
expressions is found, composed of a number of terms that 
involve products of d2 and h,. However, the K-doubling 
constants-which are normally quite small-correspond to 
terms in the energy-level expression that have been omitted 
in the derivation of the quantum symmetric-top partition 
function. If dz and h, are set to zero, the same result as for 
the fivefold and higher than sixfold principal axes is obtained 
and equivalence between classical and quantum p2 and pS 
follows naturally. 

C. Spherical tops 
As the quantum expression for the spherical top can be 

derived as a special case of that for the symmetrical top, it 
follows trivially that, again, the classical and quantum cor- 
rections for the asymmetric top are equivalent except for the 
absence of the very small constant p,, term in the classical 
expression. 

As a check of the consistency of our derivation, how- 
ever, we can derive it by imposing the appropriate symmetry 
constraints [see Eq. (41) of Ref. 151 on our asymmetric-top 
results, 

T,,=T,=T,= -D-440,, (76) 
I’x,,=T,=Tyz= -D+6D,, (77) 
cp xxx = @yyy = *P, =H-4&t +&, (78) 
Q XXY = Q’xxz = a, = Qyyz = Qp, = qzy 

=?+4H,, 15He 
--, 

4 (79) 

ax,,= = 3H + 18H,, + 45H,,, (80) 

where D,, Hgr, and Het are small splitting constants that 
cause the energy levels to deviate from the simple form given 

in Eq. (12). If these are neglected, the correct quantum 
expressions’ (except of course for the small constant p0 
term) are easily recovered. 

D. Linear molecules 
We have not dealt with this particular case as yet. It can 

be shown’ that the phase integral becomes 

QR =+$j-s- exp( - WR/kT)dPx dP, , (81) 
-0z 

with the rigid-rotor energy leading to 
W; c,B -=- 
kT #T 

VE t-q, (82) 

and the quartic and sextic centrifugal terms in W, becoming 
6 c2D 

kT= -T (J”, + 2JxJ, + J.:>, 

rl 2J3 
kT- T 

----(J;‘+ 3J:J; + 3J:J; + J;>. (84) 

After a totally analogous computation as for the asymmetric 
top we find (with b=c,B/T, d=D/B, and h=H/B), 

f,=1+2d/b+12d2/b2+120d3/b3 

-6h/b’- 120dh/b3+.*., (85) 
which is identical to the quantum expression3 except for the 
omission of the constant term - 2d /3. 

IV. AN APPROXIMATE QUANTUM CORRECTION FOR 
THE ASYMMETRIC TOP 

We have thus seen that for all cases other than the asym- 
metric top, the only difference between the classical and 
quantum centrifugal correction factors is the absence ofpO in 
the classical expression. On the basis of this result, and on the 
fact that the rigid-rotor expression for the asymmetric top 
has a similar structure to that of the symmetric top, we con- 
jecture that the classical approximation will again produce a 
good result for the asymmetric top. 

The small effect ofp, may now be treated approximate- 
ly by introducing a Gordon-like approximation, i.e., one 
analogous to E?q. (7). As there are six distinct Tap constants 
for an asymmetric top, and only three for a symmetric top 
(neglecting the K-doubling in the case of a fourfold principal 
axis), three additional “averaged constants” must be intro- 
duced besides 3 = &@. Our proposition is to choose them 
such that the classical symmetric-top p, with the Gordon- 
like constants is identical to the classical asymmetric-toppi . 
Denoting the “averaged” centrifugal constants involved by 
T,,, this means 
8T,/(&m2 + 4’1T,,/$ac + 3T,/c2 

= 3T,,/A’f 3Txx/B2 f 2T,,/AB 

+ 2T,,/AC+ 2T,/AC + 3T,/C2. 
This equality holds if 

w-3) 
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i ~3(txx+tyy)+2tx, 
(87) xx - 

8 ’ 

(88) 
txz + tyz -;,, = ~, 

2 

(90) 

(91) 

T, = T,, (89). izz = tzz. (92) 

or, alternatively, 
So we can approximatep, for an asymmetric top at practical 
temperatures by 

-- 

PO = - 
-SC3Txx +2C2mxx -4(CzB-C~2)T,-3B3Tzz 

12C3B 
= $g [-- scTx. + 2Bt,, - - -4(C- B)t,, - 3EJ. 

(93) 

This leads finally to the following suggested approach to 
asymmetric tops: 

l Treat the rigid rotor exactly with the Watson expres- 
sion. 

o Treat p1 and pz classically. 
e Treat p. with the Gordon-like approximation just dis- 

cussed. 

V. HEAT CONTENT FUNCTION AND HEAT CAPACITY 

Besides the partition function, the heat content function 
H( r) - H( 0) and the heat capacity Cp are also important. 
They are found through the expressions 

E(T) -E(O) =RT’+$= R TQ ‘IQ, (94) 

c, &&k&R,.., 
dT 

and, for an ideal gas 
H(T)-H(O)=RT+E(T)--E(O), C,=C,,+R, 

(96) 
where we have introduced the first and second moments of 
the partition function, defined ast7 

Q’ = T (9) exp($?) = T-f%&, (97) 

Q,‘=‘J7(y)2exp(F)=T2%+2Q’. (98) 

Upon differentiating our approximate expression for Q, we 
find 

(99) 

Q&.+ QDdCl fpo +p,T+p2T2+pJ3) 

+ Q", (~1 T+ 2p,T2 + 3~3 T3L (100) 

Q$‘=Q”, [++f: -3f, 

+f,(4f; +6f;)--f; -3ftf; 

1-t-f; +A I ' 
(101) 

I 

J 

Q;; = Q%'(l +po +pl Tfp2T2 +p3T3) 

-t 2Qod(p, T+ 2~2 T2 + 3~3 T3) 

+ Q”, (2~1 T+ 6p2T2 + 12p3 T3). 
Alternatively, C, can be obtained directly as 

c: 3 2f; + 6f; -=- 
R 2 + l+fi +f; 

- ( 12f;f--;) 

C" c: -=- 
R R 

+ 
2p, T-t ($2 T” + 12p, T3 

1 fpo +p, T+p,T2 fp, T3 

- 
( 

p,T+2p2T2+3p3T3 ’ 

1 fpo +pJ+pJ2+pJ3 > 

Note the absence off, in these expressions. 

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(102) 

c 103) 

(104) 

One problem if our approximate formulas are to be ap- 
plied using experimental quartic and sextic centrifugal con- 
stants is that only five combinations of the six distinct T,,, 
and seven combinations of the ten distinct Qp,, are well 
determined experimentally.” However, at least for the 
quartic constants this problem is somewhat artificial, since 
only the harmonic force field and the molecular geometry 
are required to obtain all six constants directly.15 

For the actual application for which this work is intend- 
ed, namely the construction of thermodynamic functions 
from ab initio data, the problem does not arise at all as there 
the T,, and QafiY constants are the primary ones, not the 
linear combinations. 

At present, the principal literature source of ab initio 
quartic and sextic centrifugal constants is the work of Clabo 
et aZ.,‘* from which we selected their self-consistent-field 
triple zeta plus polarization (SCF/TZP ) data on fotialde- 
hyde and the formyl radical, as well as their configuration 
interaction with singles and doubles (CISD/TZP) data on 
water. In that reference, the five determinable linear combi- 
nations of the Tarp, namely A,, A,, Ati, S,, and 6, are given, 
as well as the sixth combination R6. The former five were 
used directly for setting up the rotational Hamiltonian; to- 
gether with R,, they were backtransformed to the T,, by 
reversing the transformation given in Tables I and III of Ref. 
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16. For the sextic constants, however, only the seven experi- 
mentally verifiable combinations H,, HJR, HRJ, HK, h,, h,, 
Iz, are listed in Ref. 18; for these, the three other combina- 
tions were assumed to be zero in the backtransformation. 
For the sake of completeness, the rotational constants used 
are their’* A 6, B 6, and Cl, values. 

The A reduction” of the rotational Hamiltonian has 
been used throughout, and the Hamiltonian matrix for each 
value of J factored in its E + (even K-symmetric), E - 
(even K-antisymmetric) , 0 + (odd K-symmetric), and 0 - 
(odd K-antisymmetric) blocks according to Wang. l9 The 

I 

great computational advantage of the A reduction over the S 
reduction” is that in Wang-blocked form, all matrices be- 
come tridiagonal which allows for rapid computation of 
their eigenvalues according to the TQLRAT algorithm.** Its 
principal disadvantage, namely the breakdown for an acci- 
dental symmetric top, is not an issue for the present applica- 
tion since for a symmetric top (true or accidental), direct 
summation of the symmetric-top energy-level formula is the 
method of choice anyway. A detailed account of the A reduo 
tion has been given by Watson;r6 for the sake of clarity, here 
we repeat the matrices and matrix elements involved, 

1T4.4 -6~ 0 -+*- 

0 0 -.- -._ -.- 

(105) 

(106) 

4.1 -IE-1.1 E,,, 0 0 

E 1.3 E 3.3 E,,5 0 ... 

o* = 0 E 3,5 E5,s Es,, --- (107) 
0 0 -I -. --* . . 
: : : . . . 

E 
B, + By - 16R, 

K.K = 
2 

J(J+ 1) + 
B,+B,,-16R, 

B, + 16R, - 
2 > 

K2 - A,J’(J+ l)‘- A,J(J+ l)KL 

-AKK4+HJJ3(J+ 1)3+HJKJ2(J+ 1)2K?+HKJJ(J+ 1)K4+HKKb, (108) 

E Kk2.K = 
B, + By - 16R, 

4 
-S,J(J+ 1) -+ [(Kf2)2+K”] +h,J’(J+ l)‘+%J(J+ l)[(K~2)~fR-‘] 

++ [Wf214 +K41 
I 

JIIi(;f+ 1) -R(Rf l)] [J(J%~(Km&p~)~K~. 

The direct summation was carried out as follows. For 
each value of J, the four matrices E * and 0 * are set up and 
their eigenvalues computed. Then the quantities 

AQ.,=CW+l> i exp [ - c2 EWWT 1, ( 110) 
K= -J 

AQ; = (W+ 1) i [c2E(_J,K) 1 
K=--JLv 1 1 

Xexp[ - c,E(J,K)/T] (111) 

(in which E is expressed in cm ’ ’ ) are evaluated and added 
to the partition function and its first moment, respectively. If 
it is below a given threshold,TOL, the process is converged, 
otherwise Jis incremented and the next AQ evaluated. With 
the present algorithm, a direct summation up to J= 155 
takes 2’25” on an Apple Macintosh SE/30 personal comput- 
er;22 the same procedure in the S reduction (where matrices 
are no longer tridiagonal) took about three hours. 

(109) 

The calculation was done at the following representative 
temperatures: 50, 100, 200, 298.15, 500, 1000, and 2000 K; 
All these temperatures are beyond the range where nuclear- 
spin effects are significant. TOL was always set at 0.000 01. 
Besides the exact values, Tables I-III list exact numerical 
summations for the corresponding rigid rotor (obtained by 
setting all centrifugal constants to zero) and a rotor with 
only quartic centrifugal distortion [indicated as “Exact (D 
only) “I, as well as the “classical” rigid-rotor partition func- 
tion, the Watson rigid-rotor partition function, and the re- 
sults in the present approximation terminated at various 
terms in the expansion. 

To assess the magnitude of errors in thermochemical 
calculations, the bottom part of these tables shows the effect 
on the free-energy function 

gef(T) = -[G(T) -H(O)]/T-RlnQ. 
Our first results, presented in Table I, are for formalde- 

hyde, which is a “well-behaved” molecule in the sense that 
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TABLE I. Exact and approximate partition functions for formaldehyde. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. J,,,, denotes the highest J 
value required in the direct numerical summation. 

50 K 1OOK 200K 298.15 K 5COK 1000 K 2000 K 

Exact 41.2634 132.9714 375.2897 682.8942 
Exact (D only) 47.2635 132.9715 375.2915 682.9017 
Rigid rotor 47.2479 132.8838 374.7943 681.5503 
Classical 46.7177 1321377 373.1419 680.2664 
Watson 47.2479 132.8838 374.7943 681.5503 
PI 47.2636 132.9718 375.2908 682.8962 
-I- P2D 47.2636 132.9720 375.2927 682.9038 
fP0 47.2635 132.9717 375.2920 682.9025 
+PZH 47.2635 132.9716 375.2902 682.8951 
-t Pm 47.2635 132.9716 375.2902 682.8952 
+ P3DH 41.2635 132.9716 375.2902 682.8950 
-PO 

J mu 
47.2636 132.9718 375.2908 682.8963 

22 31 45 56 

Deviation iri gef( T) (J/K mol) 

0.000 0.000 O.OQO 0.000 
D only) 0.000 0.000 O.OCG 0.000 

Exact 
Exact (. 
Rigid rotor 
Classical 
Watson 
PI 

=t- P2D 

+po 
fP2I-l 
+pm 
+ P3DH 
-PO 

- 0.003 - 0.005 - 0.011 - 0.016 
- 0.097 - 0.052 - 0.034 - 0.032 
- 0.003 - 0.005 - 0.011 - 0.016 

O.OCil O.OQO 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 O.OXl 0.000 O.COO 
0.000 0.000 O.ooO O.O’Xl 
O.CQO O.OCO 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

1483.8997 4208.5749 11978.126 
1483.9470 4209.1391 ( 11985.048) 
1479.0060 4180.9098 11 822.077 
1477.3446 4178.5614 11 818.756 
1479.0060 4180.9098 11822.077 
1483.9042 4208.6028 11978.688 
1483.9505 4209.1258 11984.603 
1483.9478 4209.1181 11984.581 
1483.9026 4208.6075 11978.806 
1483.9034 4208.6263 11979.232 
1483.9014 4208.5806 11978.198 
1483.9041 4208.5883 11978.220 

73 106’ 155 

0.000 O.OW 0.000 
0.000 0.001 0.005 

- 0.027 - 0.055 - 0.109 
- 0.037 - 0.060 -0.111 
- 0.027 - 0.055 - 0.109 

0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.001 0.004 
0.000 0.001 0.004 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
o.ooo 0.000 0.001 
O.ooO 0.000 o.oocl 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

TABLE II. Exact and approximate partition functions for water. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. J,,,, denotes the highest Jvalue 
required in the direct numerical summation. 

50 K 1OOK 200K 298.15 K 500K 1000 K 2000K 

Exact 3.2999 8.9190 24.7104 44.7330 96.9414 275.4690 (789.1882) 
Exact (D only) 3.2999 8.9192 24.7125 44.7418 96.9990 (276.2261) (800.5131) 
Rigid rotor 3.2966 8.9007 24.6102 44.4648 95.9834 270.2795 762.7758 
Classical 3.0085 8.5093 24.0679 43.8072 95.1366 269.0870 761.0931 
Watson 3.2961 8.9007 24.6102 44.4648 95.9834 270.2795 762.7158 
PI 3.2995 8.9188 24.7104 44.7341 96.9601 275.7834 793.8421 

-+ PZD 3.2995 8.9189 24.7118 44.7402 96.9938 276.1559 198.0475 
+PO 3.2994 8.9186 24.7109 44.7386 96.9903 276.1460 798.0195 
+PzH 3.2993 8.9184 24.7088 44.7302 96.9393 275.5721 791.5407 
+ Pm 3.2993 8.9184 24.7088 44.7304 96.9416 275.6247 792.7269 
+ P3DH 3.2993 8.9184 24.7087 44.1297 96.9341 275.4545 788.8845 
-Po 3.2995 8.9187 24.1096 44.7313 96.9376 275.4644 788.9124 

J mix 7 10 15 19 25 36 50 

Deviation in gef( T) (J/K mol) 

Exact 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Exact (D only) O.OQO 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.023 0.118 
Rigid rotor - 0.008 - 0.017 - 0.034 - 0.050 - 0.083 - 0.158 - 0.283 
Classical - 0.769 - 0.391 - 0.219’ - 0.174 - 0.156 .- 0.195 - 0.301 
Watson - 0.010 - 0.017 - 0.034 - 0.050 - 0.083 - 0.158 - 0.283 
Pl - 0.001 O.OUO 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.009 0.049 
+ Pm - 0.001 O.ooO 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.021 0.093 
+po - 0.001 0.000 O.OOil 0.001 0.004 0.020 0.093 
+ P2H - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.001 0.000 0.010 0.025 
+ ,hD - O.oQl - 0.001 - 0.001 O.OQO 0.000 0.005 0.037 
+ Psm - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.001 0.000 - 0.003 
-Po - 0.001 0.000 O.ooO 0.000 O.ooO 0.000 - 0.003 
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TABLE III. Exact and approximate partition functions for the formyl radical. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. J,,,, denotes the 
highest Jvalue required in the direct numerical summation. 

50K 1OOK 2CQK 298.15 K 500K lOOOK 2OOOK 

Exact 
Exact (D only) 
Rigid rotor 
Classical 
Watson 
PI 
+PZD 
+PO 
-t Pm 
-t&D 
f Pam 
-PO 

J mar. 

47.0198 132.2157 373.4925 680.4737 1482.5040 
47.0203 132.2220 (373.5448) (679.7830) . . . 
46.9661 131.9161 371.8212 675.9985 1466.6993 
46.3170 131.0041 370.5356 674.4304 1464.6705 
46.9656 131.9161 371.8212 675.9985 1466.6993 
47.0195 132.2187 373.5271 680.6219 1483.5221 
47.0198 132.2221 373.5659 680.7784 1484.4771 
47.0197 132.2219 373.5652 680.7772 1484.4744 
47.0192 132.2158 373.4967 680.5006 1482.7866 
47.0192 1322159 373.4985 680.5112 1482.8953 
47.0191 132.2156 373.4924 680.4743 1482.5179 
47.0192 132.2159 373.4930 680.4756 1482.5206 

19 28 40 50 66 

4226.3280 
. . . 

12 065.689 

4145.5810 11721.417 
4142.7137 11717.364 
4145.5810 11721.417 
4240.6793 12 259.189 
4251.4762 12 381.300 
4251.4686 12 381.278 
4232.3870 12 165.469 
4234.8435 12 221.034 
4226.3107 12 028.025 
4226.3183 12 028.047 

95 139 

Exact 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OCi’ 
Exact (D~only) 0.000 O.ooO 0.001 - 0.008 . . . 
Rigid rotor - 0.009 - 0.019 - 0.037 - 0.055 - 0.089 
Classical - 0.125 - 0.077 - 0.066 - 0.074 -0.101 
Watson - 0.010 - 0.019 - 0.037 - 0.055 - 0.089 
Pl 0.000 O.ooO 0.001 0.002 0.006 
+PzD 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.004 0.011 
fP0 0.000 O.CCO 0.002 0.004 0.011 
fhx O.COO O.OCO 0.000 .O.OOO 0.002 
+ Pm 0.000 0.000 O.ooO O.OCHl 0.002 
+ P3DH O.OiHl 0.000 O.ooO 0.000 O.OQO 
-PO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Deviation in gef( T) (J/K mol) 

0.000 
_.. 

- 0.160 
- 0.166 
- 0.160 

0.028 
0.049 
0.049 
0.012 
0.017 
O.OOG 
0.000 

0.000 
. . . 

- 0.241 
- 0.244 
- 0.241 

0.132 
0.215 
0.215 
0.068 
0.106 

- 0.026 
- 0.026 

the centrifugal distortion constants are fairly small, and the 
rotational constants not overly large. Our first observation is 
that the Watson expression for Q+d is exact to the precision 
displayed for all temperatures. The deviation from the classi- 
cal partition function accounts for an error in gef( r) of 
0,094 J/K mol at 50 K, but only 0.016 and 0.002 J/K mol, 
respectively, at room temperature and 2000 K. The effect of 
centrifugal distortion increases from 0.003 J/K mol at 50 K 
over 0.016 J/K mol at room temperature to 0.109 J/K mol 
at 2000 K. Neglect of sextic distortion still only accounts for 
0.005 J/K mol at 2000 K. 

Given these findings, it is not surprising that the classi- 
cal correction for centrifugal distortion performs admirably. 
Even when just p, is included, the error sinks below 0.001 
J/K mol throughout the table, although at 2000 K this is due 

to an error compensation between the neglect ofpzD and that 
of pzH. Inspection of the p values given in Table IV indeed 
reveals thatp,, andp,, almost perfectly caficel each other. 
The approximate p. correction has no perceptible effect on 
gef( T), although the agreement between approximate and 
exact Q appears to be slightly improved at lower tempera- 
tures. As formaldehyde is not too far removed from a sym- 
metric top, our approximatep, should indeed work well. 

Table II presents the more difficult case of water, which 
has large rotational constants, is fairly strongly asymmetric, 
and exhibits very large centrifugal stretching about the K 
axis. The very large A, results in divergence of the direct 
summation at 2000 K, and even at 1000 K if the sextic con- 
stants are neglected. The only way to work effectively 
around this at higher temperatures would be to include octic 

TABLE IV. p. values for formaldehyde, water, and the formyl radical. 

Constant H, CO H,O HCO 

PO - 1.84O1X1O-6 - 3.6630~ 10 - ’ ~ 1.8452x10-O 
PI - 6.6237x 10 6 2.0364~ 10 - ’ 2.2940x 10 -5 
P2D 12509x10-‘0 1.3783 x 10 -’ 2.6044~ 10 -’ 
P2H -1.2213x10-” -2.1234x10-’ -- 4.6029 x 10 - 9 
P3D 4.5006~ 10 - Is 1.9439X lo- I3 5.9256~ 10 - I3 
PfDH -1.0931x10-*4 - 6.2968x 10 - I3 - 2.0583 x 10 - I2 
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constants in the Hamiltonian. 
The error in the Watson expression for Qrigid is now 

perceptible at 50 and 100 K, but only results in an error of 
0.002 J/K mol in gef( T) at 50 K. The classical approxima- 
tion for Qrigid, on the other hand, results in a serious 0.761 
J/K mol error at 50 K, a more moderate but still significant 
0.124 J/K mol at 298.15 K, and a small but still perceptible 
0.018 J/K mol at 2000 K. The effect of nonrigidity on 
gef( 2”) is more pronounced here than for formaldehyde, 
reaching 0.283 J/K mol at 2000 K and still amounting to 
0.050 J/K mol at 298.15 K. Neglecting sextic distortion 
starts showing up beyond room temperature, and results in a 
0.111 J/K mol error at 2000 K. 

The approximate expression terminated atp, does quite 
well at low temperatures, but starts resulting in perceptible 
errors at 1000 K. At 2000 K, the error is only half that of the 
termination at quartic constants, which again is the result of 
an error compensation. Including both pz terms improves 
the result somewhat at 2000 K, but really good agreement is 
only achieved after inclusion of p3, which places the maxi- 
mum error at - 0.003 J/K mol. The inclusion ofpO does not 
appear to be beneficial to the results, which is understanda- 
ble given the highly asymmetric character of the rotor. Over- 
all, however, the classical approximation to the centrifugal 
distortion factor appears to work quite well. 

Our third and final example, the formyl radical, is some- 
what pathological as it is an example of a “strongly prolate” 
molecule, being nearly but not entirely linear. Centrifugal 

effects are fairly extreme, causing the exact summation with 
only quartic terms to diverge even at 200 K. Perceptible de- 
viation between Watson and exact values for Qrigid is only 
seen at 50 K. The error behavior of the classical rigid-rotor 
partition function is comparable to that for formaldehyde, 
though all values are slightly larger. Neglect of sextic 
stretching, inasfar at it could be assessed, is significant even 
at room temperature. Overall effect of centrifugal stretching 
on the partition function is about as important as for water. 

Again, pr alone does a very good job at or below room 
temperature, once more assisted by an error compensation. 
Beyond 298.15 K, errors increase rapidly because of the im- 
portance of sextic stretching; at 2000 K, p1 accounts for less 
than half the deviation in gef( T). Inclusion of bothp, terms 
cuts the error in gef ( T) in half, whereas the third-order cor- 
rection cancels the error to the precision displayed at 1000 K 
and below. At 2000 K, it becomes an acceptable - 0.026 
J/Kmol. Part of this error may be due, by the way, to the 
approximations inherent in our backtransformation of the 
sextic constants. Taking p. into account slightly improves 
the agreement between exact and approximate partition 
functions (again because we are near a symmetric top), but 
has no perceptible effect on gef( r> . 

Let us now look at the first moment of the partition 
function, Q ‘. Tables V-VII summarize the results for these. 
Direct numerical summations tend to converge more slowly, 
lagging about an order of magnitude behind Q on the conver- 
gence criterion. In absolute value, the agreement between 

TABLE V. Exact and approximate Q ’ for formaldehyde. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. 

50K 1OOK 200K 298.15 K 5OOK 1000 K 2OOOK 

Exact 70.3752 198.7948 562.3746 1024.3987 2229.0780 6338.1283 18 118.687 
Exact (D only) 70.3752 198.7953 562.3811 1024.4255 2229.2464 6340.1582 (18 143.326) 
Rigid rotor 70.3365 198.5758 561.1364 1021.0393 2216.8458 6269.0151 17 729.794 
Classical 70.0766 f 198.2066 560.6128 1020.3996 2216.0168 6267.8421 17 728.135 
Watson 70.3365 198.5758 561.1364 1021.0393 2216.8458 6269.0151 17 729.794 
PI 70.3754 198.7954 562.3762 1024.4017 2229.0859 6338.2319 18 121.277 

+ P2D 70.3755 198.7960 562.3828 1024.4282 2229.2477 6340.0621 18 141.980 

-tPo 70.3753 198.7956 562.3817 1024.4263 2229.2436 6340.0506 18 141.947 

-i-Pm 70.3753 198.7950 562.3753 1024.4004 2229.0857 6338.2638 18 121.736 

l-P30 70.3753 198.7950 562.3754 1024.4008 2229.0894 6338.3485 18 123.651 

-t P3D.v 70.3753 198.7950 562.3753 1024.3999 2229.0803 6338.1428 18 118.999 

-Po 70.3754 198.7954 562.3763 1024.4018 2229.0844 6338.1544 18119.032 

Error in H( 7’) (kJ/mol) 

Exact 
Exact (D only) 
Rigid rotor 
Classical 
Watson 
PI 

+ P2D 

+-PO 
+ Pm 
+ P30 

+ PJDH 

-Po 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.005 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
O.OCO 
0.000 
0.000 
O.OQO 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 

- 0.001 
0.004 

- 0.001 
0.000 
0.000 
O.OQO 
O.OCil 
O.C4lO 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 0.000 
0.000 

- 0.002 
0.002 

- 0.002 
0.000 
0.000 
O.OMl 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
- 0.005 

0.000 
- 0,005 

0.000 
O.COO 
0.000 
0.050 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 0.000 
0.002 0.020 

- 0.234 - 0.215 
- 0.050 - 0.210 
- 0.234 - 0.215 

O.OGO 0.002 
0.002 0.019 
0.002 0.019 
0.000 0.003 
0.000 0.005 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 
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TABLE VI. Exact and approximate Q’ for water. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. 

50K 1OOK 200K 298.15 K 500K lOOOK 2000K 

Exact 4.6421 12.9885 36.6086 66.6915 145.475 1 416.7157 
Exact (D only) 4.6421 12.9891 36.6161 66.7233 145.6860 :419.5a35j 
Rigid rotor 4.6339 12.9438 36.3617 66.0303 143.1211 404.2217 
Classical 4.5127 12.7639 36.1018 65.7107 142.7050 403.6306 
Watson 4.6353 12.9439 36.3617 66.0303 143.1211 404.22 17 
PI 4.6433 12.9884 36.6100 66.7011 145.5557 417.9572 

+ Pm 4.6434 12.9888 36.6148 66.7201 145.6712 419.2594 

+po 4.6432 12.9884 36.6134 66.7177 145.6659 419.2446 

+/-3X 4.643 1 12.9877 36.6062 66.6885 145.4880 417.2384 

+P,D 4.6431 12.9877 36.6063 66.6895 145.4985 417.4746 

+ PlDH 4.643 1 12.9877 36.6058 66.6862 145.4646 416.7095 

-PO 4.6433 12.9882 36.6071 66.6886 145.4698 416.7243 

Exact 0.000 O.OCO 
Exact (D only) OX00 0.000 
Rigid rotor 0.000 - 0.002 
Classical 0.039~ 0.036 
Watson O.OCO - 0.002 
PI O.OUO 0.000 
fP2o 0.000 0.000 

-I-PO 0.000. O.OQO 
+ Pm 0.000 O.OCO 
+ Pm 0.000 0.000 
+ PlDH 0.000 0.000 

-PO O.OOil 0.000 

Error in H( T) (kJ/tiol) 

0.000 0.000 
O.ooO 0.001 

- 0.007 - 0.015 
0.03 1 0.023 

- 0.007 - 0.015 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.001 
0.000 0.001 
O.ooO O.OOil 
0.000 0.000 
O.CQO 0.000 
o.alo ’ 0.000 

0.009 
0.005 

- 0.040 - 
- 0.003 
- 0.040 

0.002. 
0.005 
0.005 
0.001 
0.001 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0.052 

- 0.143 
- 0.106 
- 0.143 

0.023 
0.045 
0.045 
0.001 
0.016 
0.000 
O.ooO 

(1202.4132) 
(1245.4670) 

1142.4773 
1141.6396 _~~ 
1142.4773 
1220.0744 
1234.7839 
1234.7421 
1212.0805 
1217.4157 
1200.1333 
1200.1752 

o.ooo . 
0.536 

- 0.429 
- 0.393 
- 0.429 

0.221 
0.393 
0.393 
0.128 
0.202 

- 0.038 
- 0.038 

TABLE VII. Exact and approximate Q’ for the formyl radical. Values in parentheses denote unsatisfactory convergence. 

5OK 1COK 200K 298.15 K 5GQK 1OCQK 2000 K 

Exact 69.9201 
Exact (D only) 69.9220 
Rigid rotor 69.7876 
Classical 69.4754 
Watson 69.7925 
PI 69.9264 
+ Pm 69.9275 

+Po 69.9273 
+PZN 69.9255 
+ Pm 69.9255 
+ P3DH 69.9254 
--PO 69.9255 

Exact O.OCO 
Exact (D only) 0.000 
Rigid rotor 0.000 
Classical 0.005 
Watson 0.000 
PI 0.000 
+ Pm O.OQO 
+Po O.OCO 
+ Pm 0.000 
+ Pm OXQO 
+ PPDR O.&IO 

-Po 0.000 

197.7006 560.5761 1023.4291 
197.7229, :560.5942) . . . 
196.9565 556.4420 1012.4262 
196.5062 555.8034 1011.6456 
196.9565 556.4421 1012.4262 
197.7110 560.7009 1023.9741 
197.7230 560.8363 1024.5215 
197.7226 560.8353 1024.5197 
191.7014 560.5959’ 1023.5522 
197.7017 560.6038 1023.6Ci.H 
197.7005 560.5763 1023.4341 
197.7009 560.5773 1023.4360 

2236.2068 6398.2244 
. . . . . . 

2198.0174 6215.5022 
2197.0057 6214.0705 
2198.0174 6215.5022 
2240.05 12 6453.1823 
2243.3923 6490.9641 
2243.3882 6490.9526 
2237.4834 6424.1802 
2237.9721 6435.2328 
2236.2745 6396.8409 
2236.2786 6396.8524 

18 220.202 
. . . 

17 578.071 
17 576.046 
17 578.071 
18 922.3 14 
19 349.660 
19 349.627 
18 594.370 
18 844.395 
17 975.920 
17 975.953 

O.OQO 
0.000 

- 0.002 
0.004 

- 0.002 
0.000 
O.OCG 
0.000 
O.CKlO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Error in H(r) (kJ/mol) 

0.000 
0.000 

- 0.007 
- 0.002 
- 0.007 

0.000 
0.001 
0.001 
0.Ol.M 
O.OQO 
0.000 
O.OQO 

0.000 
. . . 

- 0.016 
- 0.010 
- 0.016 

0.001 
0.002 
0.002 
0.000 
0.000 
O.OOil 
0.000 

0.000 
. . . 

- 0.041 
- 0.035 
- 0.041 

0.006 
0.012 
0.012 
0.002 
0.003 
O.CCQ 
O.COO 

0.000 0.000 
. . . T.. 

- 0.121 - 0.173 
-0.116 - 0.168 
- 0.121 - 0.173 

0.065 0.556 
0.107 0.877 
0.107 0.877 
0.033 0.305 
0.047 0.530 

- 0.003 - 0.259 
- 0.003 - 0.259 
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approximate and exact values is not quite as good, on the 
other hand, what matters for the accuracy is the difference in 
the heat content function, R T In ( Q ‘/Q) . It is then seen that 
for formaldehyde a perceptible error only shows at 2000 K 
with pi alone; when pz and p3 are also included, even that 
small error of 0.002 kJ/mol disappears. For water, however, 
truncating the series at p1 results in serious errors at 1000 K 
and above, whereas including pz and certainly p3 removes 
them inasmuch as is possible. For the formyl radical, ps 
must be included for an accurate result at 1000 K; apparent- 
ly the series breaks down, however, at 2000 K, where the 
error atp3 even exceeds that in the harmonic approximation. 

Also noteworthy is that the low-temperature errors in- 
herent in the Watson asymptotic series are apparently higher 
for Q ’ than for Q. 

Summarizing, the classical approximation to centrifu- 
gal distortion does the job quite well, except for pathological 
cases at high temperatures. This becomes even more appar- 
ent when realizing that allp constants together require only 
a tiny fraction of a second to be evaluated, and are further- 
more independent of temperature ! When placed inside the 
loop over vibrational states in a direct rovibrational summa- 
tion, requiring it to be applied hundreds to ten thousands of 
times for one molecule and one temperature, the present 
method will realize a computer time savings of 4 orders oft 
magnitude or more. For the evaluation of a JANAF-style’ 
thermochemical table, this makes the difference between a 
calculation that can be routinely carried out on a personal 
computer and one that requires booking CPU time on a su- 
percomputer. 

VII. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: THERMODYNAMIC 
TABLES FOR WATER AND FORMALDEHYDE 

To illustrate this point, we have performed some pilot 
calculations for the thermodynamic functions of a triatomic 
and a tetra-atomic molecule, where the rotational partition 
function code was placed inside a loop over vibrational quan- 
tum numbers. In these calculations, all vibrational states 
that have a relative contribution of more than lo- * are in- 
cluded in the state sums. Rotational direct summations were 
terminated when the relative contribution to QR fell below 
10 - ’ or started increasing again, whichever occurred first. 

It is perhaps the place to point out that in such an algor: 
ithm, even when the Tap and aGflY are independent of the 
vibrational quantum number, the D and H constants are not 
because of their dependence on the rotational constants,. 
Hence, the transformation from the effective constants to 
the A reduction should be repeated for each vibrational state. 

Table VIII depicts the computed thermodynamic func- 
tions from 50 to 2000 K, as well as the CPU time in seconds 
(NAXstation 3 100 model 38 under VMS 5.3, VAX Fortran 
4.7) for each temperature, for water, both using direct rovi-, 
brational summation and. Q “, ( 1 + p, T. + pz T 2 + p3 T’ > 
for the rotational terms. Harmonic frequencies and anhar- 
monicity constants are experimental values taken from Ref. 
23; rotational and rotation-vibration coupling constants are 
from Ref. 24; for the centrifugal constants, the CISD/TZP 
computed values of Clabo et ~1.‘~ are used. 

It is evident from Table VIII that our present method 
requires only negligible computer time, whereas that for a 

TABLE VIII. Thermodynamic functions at 1 bar for water, using the approximation introduced in the present work. Deviations from exact numerical 
summation are given in parentheses and apply to the last digits. 

T 

(K) 

gef( r) 

(J/K mol) 

H(T) - H(O) 

(kJ/mol) 

CP 

(J/K mol) 

SO 

(J/K mol) 

CPU time (s) 

Approx. Exact 

50 96.833(ooo) 1.624(OOO) 33.304( - 025) 129.315(005) 
loo 119.506(001) 3.289(ooo) 33.302( - 001) 152.39a(ool) 
200 142.386(002) 6.621 (OOO) 33.336(000) l75.489(ool) 
298.15 155.622(001) 9.9Ol(ooo) 33.565(OOO) laa.a3o(ool) 
300 155.82a(ooi) 9.963 (000) 33.573(ooo) 189.037(ool) 
400 165.402-(001) 13.35O(ooo) 34.228(000) 198.776(ool) 
500 172.875(ooi) l6.81a(ooo) 35.179(ooo) 206.512(001) 
600 l79.03a(ool) 20.39O(ooO) 36.263(001) 213.021(002) 
700 184.306(ool) 24.073 (000) 37.41a(ool) 218.697(002) 
800 188.92a(oo2) 27.875(ooo) 38.62a(ool) 223.772(002) 
900 193.060(002) 31.aoo(oco) 39.876(ool) 228.393(002) 

1OOO 196.809(ool) 35.85l(coo) 4l.l3a(ooo) 232.660(002) 
lloo 2OO.251(OOl) 4o.o28(001) 42.387( - 001) 236.640(002) 
1200 203.441(002) 44.327(OOO) 43.599( - 004) 240.3ao(ool) 
1300 206.419(001) 48.746(ooo) 44.756( - 007) 243.916(001) 
MOO 209.219(002) 53.276( - 002) 45.846( - 012) 247.273(OOO) 
1500 211.863(ool) 57.913( - 002) 46.863( - 019) 250.471( - 001) 
1600 214.372(001) 62.647( - 005) 47.806( - 028) 253.527( - 002) 
1700 216.762(001) 67.472( - 009) 48.675( - 040) 256.452( - 004) 
1800 218.O46(OOl) 72.3al( - 013) 49.475( - 053) 259.257( - 007) 
1900 221.233(OoO) 77.366( - 019) 50.205 ( - 070) 261.952( - 010) 
2ooo 223.335(ooO) 82.421( - 027) 50.872( - 090) 264.545( 2 014) 

0.00 0.12 
0.00 0.21 
0.00 0.66 
0.00 1.44 
0.01 1.44 
0.01 3.34 
0.02 5.69 
0.03 a.19 
0.03 1 loo 
0.04 16.32 
0.04 22.22 
0.05 28.86 
0.06 40.29 
0.07 52.85 
0.08 64.98 
0.08 81.04 
0.10 97.90 
0.12 122.14 
0.12 144.08 
0.14 175.67 
0.14 197.42 
0.15 227.46 
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direct summation is significant but still manageable. (After 
all, water is only a triatomic. ) Between 100 and 1000 K, the 
results for the two methods are identical for all intents and 
purposes; above 1000 K, the differences start increasing, to 
reach at 2000 K still quite acceptable values, 0.027 kJ/mol 
for the enthalpy function, 0.090 J/K mol for the heat capa- 
city (which is expected to be the most sensitive), and 0.014 
J/K mol for the entropy. (The difference in the free-energy 
function is less than 0.001 J/K mol.) Actually, the “exact” 
values are plagued by convergence problems above 1000 K, 
and a very substantial part of the “error” in our approximate 
method may be due to uncertainties in the directly summed 
values. Yet our approximate method is seen to require 3 
orders of magnitude less CPU time at 2000 K. 

The same analysis is presented in Table IX for formalde- 
hyde. Here, all constants are SCF/TZP data from Clabo et 
al., except for the rotation-vibration coupling constants 
which were missing in that article, and consequently taken 
from the work of Harding and Ermler.“’ 

The results here, for this tetra-atomic molecule, are 
much more spectacular. The approximate heat capacities 
are only 0.001 J/K mol lower than the ‘exact” ones above 
1000 K, and identical to the tabulated precision at or below 
this temperature. Computed entropies and enthalpy func- 
tions are identical, except for differences of 0.001 J/K mol 
and 0.001 kJ/mol, respectively, at 2000 K. The free-energy 
functions are identical altogether. At 2000 K, however, the 
“exact” data required 6h6’29” of CPU time, whereas the 
approximate values were obtained in less than 1.5 s ! At still 
higher temperatures, the ratio would be even more favorable 
than these 4 orders of magnitude, whereas molecules with 

still more atoms would display even better CPU time ratios 
at these temperatures (because larger moments of inertia 
mean smaller rotational constants, and hence closer spacing 
of rotational energy levels), and would require supercom- 
puter time, as the number of vibrational states to be summed 
increases rapidly with the number of atoms. This problem 
would become even more acute if the molecule additionally 
had low-lying excited electronic states and/or several isoto- 
pic species of comparable abundance (e.g., boron -com- 
pounds). The fairly small centrifugal distortion constants of 
formaldehyde, by the way, will be more typical for large 
molecules than the extreme values of water and formyl radi- 
Cd. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

We have outlined the importance of the centrifugal dis- 
tortion correction to the rotational partition function, and 
shown that it will become important at high temperatures, 
where the rigid-rotor partition function is well approximat- 
ed by the classical equipartition limit. 

For asymmetric tops, the most common case, the ab- 
sence of a closed-form expression for the energy levels pre- 
cludes an analytical expression. 

Using phase integrals, we have derived an exact classical 
expression for the centrifugal correction for the case of the 
asymmetric top. The corresponding expressions for symme- 
tric and spherical tops are found as special cases; the expres- 
sion for the linear molecule is found straightforwardly. 

TABLE IX. Thermodynamic functions at 1 bar for formaldehyde, using the approximation introduced in the present work. Deviations from exact numerical 
summation are given in parentheses and apply to the last digits. 

T gef( r) H(T) - H(O) so CPU time (s) 

(W (J/K mol) (kJ/mol) (J/K mol) (J/K mol) Approx. 

50 125.441 (OCO) 
100 148.449(000) 
200 171.485(000) 
298.15 184.791(OUO) 
300 184.998(00) 
4al 194.703(oOO) 
500 202.429(000) 
600 208.973(000) 
700 214.742(000) 
800 219.960(000) 
900 224.764(COO) 

1000 229.240(000) 
1100 233.447(000) 
1200 237.426(000) 
1300 241.208(000) 
1400 244.816(000) 
1500 248.267(ooO) 
1600 251.575(000) 
1700 254.750(W) 
1800 257.807(000) 
1900 260.748(000) 
moo 263.583@(H) 

1.658(000) 
3.322(000) 
6.651&Oj 
9.976(000) 

10.040(000) 
13.648(00@ 
17.613(000) 
21.990(000) 
26.779(000) 
31.956(OC0) 
37.484(ooO) 
43.329(000) 
49.445 (OCO) 
55.792(000) 
62.343(OUO) 
69.065(OCO) 
75.91O(cOO) 
82.838(000) 
89.805(000) 
96.853(000) 

103.877(001) 
110.892(001) 

33.264(000) 
33.269@(M) 
33.393(000) 
34.646@00) 
34.687(000) 
37.707(000) 
41.675(001) 
45.857(000) 
49.878@0) 
53.581(000) 
56.873(001) 
59.800(001) 
62.297(001) 
64.353(001) 
66.066(OcO) 
67.457(000) 
68.451(001) 
69.043(001) 
69.226(001) 
69.311(001) 
69.023(002) 
68.534(001) 

158.607(000) 
181.666fcOO) 
204.742(ooo j 
218.251(ooO) 
218.465(000) 
228.824(ooO) 
237.654(000) 
245.623(OCO) 
252.998(000) 
259.906(COO) 
266.413(OCQ 
272.568(000) 
278.397(000) 
283.919(000) 
289.164@0) 
294.148(000) 
298.874(ooO) 
303.349(cOO) 
307.576(000) 
311.614(O!M) 
315.42O(COO) 
319.029(000) 

0.01 1.53 
0.02 3.09 
0.03 19.79 
0.05 58.09 
0.05 61.10 
0.08 129.59 
0.12 275.51 
0.16 483.32 
0.23 798.23 
0.31 1 303.43 
0.35 1804.71 
0.47 2 772.96 
0.57 3 760.3 1 
0.67 4 871.44 
0.77 6 449.30 
0.91 8 259.70 
1.03 10 227.78 
1.13 12 407.93 
1.22 14 473.16 
1.34 17 276.29 
1.45 19 851.00 
1.55 23 084.02 
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It is then shown that for the linear molecule, the spheri- 
cal top, and the symmetric top, the corrections thus obtained 
are identical to the previously derived quantum expressions 
except for a very small constant correction term. There is no 
reason why this should be different for the asymmetric top; it 
is therefore proposed that the effect of centrifugal distortion 
correction for the asymmetric top be approximated classi- 
C&y. 

In order to find an approximation to the very small re- 
maining term, it is first shown that the rotational and centri- 
fugal constants of the symmetric top can be chosen in such a 
manner that the first-order asymmetric correction is reco- 
vered exactly. Then it is proposed that these “averaged” con- 
stants be substituted into the quantum correction for the 
symmetric top as an approximation to the quantum effect on 
the centrifugal term of the asymmetric top. Given the very 
small nature of the latter, such an approximation is permissi- 
ble. 

Numerical comparison with results obtained by direct 
numerical summation show that the present method pro- 
duces errors of less than 0.001 J/K mol in the free-energy 
function, whereas it takes 4 orders of magnitude less com- 
puter time. For the enthalpy function, an accuracy of 0.003 
kJ/mol or better can be reached, except for pathological 
cases at high temperatures (such as, in the present paper, the 
formyl radical at 2000 K) . 

As an example application, pilot calculations have been 
performed on the thermodynamic functions of water and 
formaldehyde. For water, a triatomic with very strong cen- 
trifugal distortion effects, the present method yields values 
in very good agreement with direct rovibrational summa- 
tion. For formaldehyde, a tetra-atomic molecule with fairly 
moderate centrifugal stretching, the results obtained with 
both methods are essentially identical. On the other hand, 
CPU time requirements differ by more than 3 orders of mag- 
nitude for water, and more than 4 orders of magnitude in the 
case of formaldehyde. This ratio will become even more fa- 
vorable for larger molecules. 
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